Elevating Guests’ Personal Content
Using Hotel Technology
How hoteliers are using post-pandemic technology
to fulfill pre-pandemic wish lists, including better
guestroom entertainment accessibility and services.
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Introduction

Personalized entertainment has benefitted from a renaissance over the past decade, and society
pressures from the pandemic to economic shifts have pushed more and more consumers away from
cable TV and toward digital streaming services. These services have become more sophisticated,
offering higher-quality video streams, targeted content, and consistent updates ensuring viewers
continue to return. These trends coincide with an increase in remote work and work done in hotel
rooms, with travelers intent to perform at least some work while away. So much of these travelers’
identities are tied to their personal devices, such as tablets, smartphones, and laptops, including their
entertainment choices.
Any solutions hotels employ must be simple at their core. Guests are eager to make use of new tools,
but not if they are too cumbersome to use. Hoteliers who enable guests to use their own devices to
manage guestroom entertainment
will gain a competitive advantage
as streaming gradually eclipses
cable TV as the most valuable
COST
84%
entertainment option on the
road. This sentiment is reflected
EASE OF USE
81%
in countless consumer reports,
VARIETY/AVAILABILITY OF CONTENT
79%
which reflect that while cost is
consistently the most important
STREAMING/PLAYBACK QUALITY
77%
factor influencing 84 percent of
SPEED (MENU SELECTION, LOADING CONTENT)
74%
consumers’ decisions to choose
a streaming platform, ease-of-use ACCESSIBILITY/SEARCH OF DESIRED CONTENT
71%
comes in second at 81 percent1.
Data security is also becoming even more important, particularly with travelers consolidating so much
of their identity, payment processes, and more onto digital platforms. Guests want the freedom to use
their digital subscriptions while on the road without fear that their information may be lifted off of a
hotel’s network, and they deserve reassurance that their identity will
be protected. Without providing travelers with this level of confidence,
guests may not be willing to interface with hotel technology.
Countering this negative perception will require equal parts action and
performance in order to inform consumers about the efforts hotels have
taken to protect their data.
With the industry in a seemingly constant state of flux, Hotel Internet
Services gathered responses from several hundred hoteliers and
travelers to discern the trend lines dictating the future growth of hotel
entertainment. When comparing these findings to those of a similar
report conducted in 2020, HIS found an acceleration of existing trends
in hotel entertainment consumption, as well as a persistent need for
operators to find an efficient way to connect travelers with guestroom
devices.
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Guests Choose to Keep Content Personal

Streaming was taking off as the premier entertainment option among consumers prior to the pandemic,
and today it has become a way of life. The rise in the quality of streaming content has coincided with
an abundance of new streaming services. With
How likely are you to use a hotel’s in-guestroom
variety comes preference, and Hotel Internet
television entertainment system if one is made
Services’ 2022 survey found 51 percent of
available?
travelers are considered “highly likely” to use
a hotel’s guestroom entertainment options if
available, and 62 percent of hoteliers said the
ability to stream entertainment content was more
important than providing access to cable TV.
At this point in the hospitality business cycle,
guestroom entertainment has essentially lost
its earning potential. The rise in popularity of
streaming services has diverted eyes away from
cable and on-demand entertainment, with just
18 percent of hotelier respondents claiming
their properties currently offer video-on-demand
services. Rather than improving a hotel’s revenue,
providing a high-quality guestroom entertainment offering has become one of the best ways to
improve the guest experience.
Today the vast majority of hotels primarily offer cable
or satellite TV (86 percent), which continues to endure
thanks to the popularity and efficiency with which cable
TV delivers live news and events. However, this share
is gradually shrinking, and will likely cede its lead to
streaming services in the near future. According to
ratings service, Nielson, 73 percent of U.S. households
had access to Netflix as of 20212. While Netflix remains
the most popular streaming service by far3, competitors
such as Amazon Prime and Disney+ have risen to
appeal to different viewership segments.
in order for hotels to deliver the best possible guest
experience going forward, operators must find a way to access guests’ personal entertainment service
subscriptions using the guestroom TV — in a way that is not intrusive. One of the most efficient
methods of delivering this level of security and accessibility is through wirelessly casting guests’
devices to the guestroom TV. When HIS conducted this same survey just two years ago, 67 percent of
guest respondents said they were interested in wireless casting technology. Today, just two years later,
that “interest” has developed into a demand. This technology is so appealing to guests that 62 percent
of guest respondents listed it as their most-requested feature in guestroom entertainment, right behind
the ability to check out of a hotel without visiting the front desk (63 percent).
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Travelers Crave Simplicity for Entertainment

Finding a way to offer access to each guests’ selective entertainment choices is one challenge, but
providing access to this myriad of apps and services is another issue entirely. Guests are hyper fixated
on the check-in process — specifically, how fast they can get to their room and connect to the internet.
Prior to the pandemic guests were logging on to hotel Wi-Fi on average within seven minutes of
arriving on property4. In the era of contactless check in, this period is likely even shorter. This desire for
a quick, frictionless check-in experience extends to accessing guestroom entertainment.
The hotel industry has been trying to provide
connectivity between guests’ personal devices and the
guestroom TV for years. In the process, hotels have
pioneered multiple methods for connectivity, from
direct wired connections to programs capable of wiping
guest passwords at the end of each stay. While these
strategies have yielded varying degrees of success,
guests dislike systems which force them to directly enter
their password or personal information, as the process
is not only cumbersome directly after check-in but also
presents security concerns. Instead, the best method for
offering guest entertainment access is to allow guests
to wirelessly cast their video content directly to the
guestroom TV.
This method provides hotels with multiple benefits. First, additional technology such as wired
connections, tablets or other ancillary devices is not necessary for its implementation. Instead,
guests can quickly interface with hotel devices using scannable QR codes placed in key areas of the
guestroom. Most importantly, guests will be able to instantly use their personal accounts without any
interruptions, immediately after entering the hotel guestroom.
Additionally, such a service can now be confidently
compared to something travelers are already familiar
with in the consumer market. According to HIS’
2022 study, 71 percent of guest respondents said
they would prefer a guestroom entertainment option
similar to Amazon’s Fire Stick or Apple TV. This shows
a desire not only for casting, but also a need to
preserve the guestroom TV as the primary focal point
of the guestroom.
These findings were substantiated by guest
respondents to the 2022 survey, who showed a
growing interest in using the guestroom TV to control
other aspects of their stay beyond entertainment.
Nearly 60 percent of guests said they would like
the ability to view their bills and purchases on the
guestroom TV, and more than 50 percent said they
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would prefer to use the TV to view information on hotel amenities, events, or local attractions. This
desire is not simply a passing trend but a consistent preference, as demonstrated by the 2020 survey
findings where roughly half of guest respondents likewise indicated desirability for such features.

Traveler Data Must Be Protected

As stated previously, travelers have a real and growing fear about the need to protect their personal
data, with that comes a reluctance to provide personal login details to every property they visit in
order to access streaming subscriptions. These fears
may seem alarmist to some, but not to leaders within
the hotel industry, nearly half of whom believe a data
breach is “very” or “somewhat” likely in the near
future5.
With this in mind it should come as no surprise that 82
percent of guests surveyed in HIS’ 2022 report were
“somewhat” or “highly” concerned about potential
vulnerabilities brought on by inputting usernames or
“somewhat” or “highly” concerned about
passwords into the guestroom TV. This trend stands
potential vulnerabilities brought on by inputting
usernames or passwords into the guestroom TV
contrary to what guests
were indicating in
HIS’ 2020 report, where just 62 percent of guests expressed concerns
about their data security.

62%

82%

The cause of this shift can be traced back to the early days of the
pandemic, where contactless experiences were the only experiences
available to travelers, and smartphones became the focal connectivity
point between travelers and hotels. This period saw consumers
consolidate much of their digital identities onto their smartphones, from
credit cards and payment apps to messaging platforms. In response, hotels accelerated their adoption
of new technology and successfully delivered the contactless guest experiences travelers have
requested for years.

2020

2022

A side effect of that greater accessibility is increased vulnerability — a challenge all businesses are
addressing today. Hospitality is typically the focus of scrutiny on this topic as it lies at the intersection
between travel and lodging, and this issue is no different. Last year the U.S. Department of Commerce
began efforts to urge the hotel industry into further confronting growing cybersecurity concerns and
reducing fraud6, meaning further action on this front is one step closer to becoming mandated. While
hoteliers continue to work to improve cybersecurity, these trends show a growing negative perception
toward the current hotel data security landscape, which must be addressed in the near future in order
for guestroom entertainment to continue to evolve and improve.

Guestroom Technology Lost in the Hotel Upgrade Cycle

Guests have a continued desire to use hotel technology to interact directly with the property — but HIS’
2022 survey found that in many cases guests’ actual desires differ from hoteliers’ expectations. While
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more than 70 percent of hotelier respondents said they thought guests would be interested in using a
TV system which provides the ability to interact with and request hotel service, guests overwhelmingly
chose a narrow, yet vital, selection of offerings to access through the TV.
While 55 percent of guests surveyed said they would use the guestroom TV to order amenities such
as in-room dining, and 42 percent said they would use the guestroom TV to make hotel restaurant
reservations, guests are gravitating toward mobile devices for direct communication with hotels.

63%
62%
59%

Roughly 34 percent of guest respondents said they would use the guestroom TV to communicate with
hotel staff or different departments, maintaining consistency with 2020’s survey findings. New to the
2022 survey are results indicating that nearly 29 percent said they would use such a system to order
food from an off-site delivery app.
Voice technology has quickly fallen out of favor with guests, usurped by the flexible development
and usability smartphones provided during the pandemic. When asked how likely hoteliers anticipate
guests were willing to use voice-activated virtual assistants if made available in the guestroom, 67
percent of hoteliers said guests were “somewhat” or “very” likely to take advantage of the technology
if it was available. Despite this, nearly half of surveyed guests said they were “unlikely” to use the
technology if it was made available.
Voice technology’s inability to gain a foothold in hospitality is just one part of the technology’s greater
struggle to gain acceptance in the wider consumer space. It remains unclear if voice technology’s
greatest barrier against success was its implementation or adoption, as just 2 percent of surveyed
hoteliers offered virtual assistants on property.

Hotels Offer Comprehensive Approach to Guestroom
Technology

The reduction in guests’ desire to use guestroom technology to order goods and services coincides
with an increase in sophistication and usage of hotel apps, improved direct communication tools
between hotels and guests, and a greater reliance on established smartphone capabilities. In
HIS’ 2020 survey, travelers’ desire to use guestroom technology to order in-room dining or make
reservations was roughly 50 percent, showing the will to access this technology is greater than the
level of investment hoteliers have committed to it.
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Hoteliers have already acknowledged guests’ appetite for remote access to guestroom entertainment
capabilities, such as cable TV, video streaming, digital access to hotel amenities, contactless
services, and more. The issue operators face is offering each of these entertainment options without
overcomplicating its implementation and delivery. Yet solutions are emerging that are capable of
delivering all of these features under one comprehensive entertainment suite, allowing travelers to
bring their content of choice and let hotels handle the rest. Capabilities such as these will be necessary
for hotels to offer high-quality contactless experiences, which guests had requested prior to the
pandemic and will continue to do so in the future.
Operators are aware that guests have a heightened desire
to use their personal devices as command centers for
their contactless experiences, with 72 percent of hoteliers
anticipating guests’ desire to use smart devices to unlock
doors, control TVs, adjust lights, and even control thermostats.
That said, hotel respondents revealed very few of their
properties are properly equipped to offer such services. Just
16 percent of hoteliers said they offer the ability to interact
with guestroom TVs using smart devices, and only 22 percent
allowed guests to check out using the TV. In fact, only 48
percent of hoteliers can facilitate contactless payments at their
properties, and only 43 percent offer mobile check in or room
entry.

of hoteliers anticipating guests’
desire to use smart devices
to unlock doors, control TVs,
adjust lights, and even control
thermostats

Hotels must find ways to address these trends and shifts in
guest desires, or risk souring guest expectations. These trends
can also change rapidly and drastically. In 2015, 52 percent of all U.S. consumers had access to a video
streaming subscription service. By 2021, that number increased to 78 percent7, and the growth of this
entertainment market shows no sign of abating.

Conclusion

Hotels and travelers are each experiencing a shift in their relationship with technology, and
it’s important for the hotel industry to acknowledge the ways consumer trends impact traveler
expectations and perceptions about current guestroom entertainment options. Travelers today are
cultivating a specific digital identity for themselves that includes a personalized suite of entertainment
apps. This entertainment suite has been made fully portable thanks to smartphones, and guests
anticipate the ability to bring it along with them on their travels. Simultaneously, the myriad of available
streaming services and growing concerns about data security have made investing in offering these
apps at the property level operationally and fiscally prohibitive for many hotels to act on.
The solution lies in enabling hotels to interface more directly with guest devices, and seamlessly
provide ways to make a hotel’s technology work on their behalf. Just as hospitality has united
back-end systems to enable fully contactless experiences to improve the guest experience, so can
hotels unify their entertainment offerings behind one banner in the name of improving hospitality and
showing guests the true value behind their bookings.
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